Introduction
Let G/Q be a semisimple algebraic group defined over Q and r c G(Q) an arithmetic subgroup. Then the space ^(G(R)/r) of automorphic forms in the sense of Langlands [H-Ch] 
(Chap. I) can be decomposed (G(R)/r)=<^(G(R)/r)©^is(G(R)/r)
where ca/^sp(G(IR)/r), the subspace of cuspidal automorphic forms, is a direct sum <usp(ow/r)= © H;n 6 G (IR) of unitary irreducible representations 7ieG((R) of the real Lie group G(IR) with representation space H^ and finite multiplicities m(7i, r)-dimHom(H,, <^(G(R)/F)).
Here Horn has to be taken in the category of (9, K)-modules, where 9 is the Lie algebra of G(R) and K a maximal compact subgroup. The second factor ^/^(G(R)/F) is spanned by Eisenstein series and their residues.
Although it is obvious that for infinitely many TieG(IR) the multiplicities m(7i, F) are non zero, very little is known about the actual dependence of the multiplicity on F and n. The simplest example with G( 1R)=SL2((R) shows that for fixed F and general 7ieG(R) which sits in a continuous family of representations only asymptotic results seem to be possible. On the other hand, there is a countable set of unitary representations n with the "topologicaF property that the relative Lie algebra cohomology H* (9, K, H^ ® V) ^ {0} for some irreducible finite dimensional representation V of G(IR). At least some of these K then are forced by topological reasons to appear in ^(G(R)/r). If G(IR)/r is compact this follows from Matsushima's formula H* (X/F, V) = e H* (9, K, H, ® V)" (n ' n neGW where X is the space of maximal compact subgroups of G(R) and V the sheaf associated to V on X/F.
If now V is sufficiently regular and if G(IR) has discrete series representations, there is enough vanishing in Matsushima's formula and one can compute a certain (small) sum of multiplicities of discrete series representations as a non vanishing topological index like the Gauss-Bonnet-or Riemann-Roch-formula. In fact, in this favourable situation the m(7i, r) also can be determined by a trace formula of Selberg type [LI] , [A] . Other related information on such multiplicities is given in [D-W] and [C] .
If G(IR) has no discrete series representations, whether G(IR)/r is compact or not, the above method gives no information on multiplicities whereas the following topological approach is promising.
Assume that c : G(R) -^G(tR) is an automorphism of finite order stabilizing F and 00
V. Then the Lefschetz number L(e, F, V)= ^ (-lyir^^W^X/r, V)) is defined and
methods to compute this number have been developed [Rl, R3] . A representation theoretical interpretation of the Lefschetz number contains certain contributions tr(£*|H*(g, K, H,(g)V)).tr(£|Hom(H,, ^(G(R)/F))), if n is equivalent to 7i°e, and some boundary contributions. If e and V are chosen carefully, this should become manageable and should give the desired non trivial information on multiplicities. On can view this approach as a topological -and that means easier-analogy of the e-twisted Selberg trace formula. For certain subgroups F of SL^C) this approach has been carried out in [H3] , [R2] and for subgroups of SL3(IR) in [L-S] .
Since there are many technical difficulties, we present here only a relatively general example of our approach to compute multiplicities and hope to deal with the general Qrank one case later.
We consider in this paper the special orthogonal group S0(n, 1)/Q, n^2, associated n to the quadratic form r|(xi, . . ., x^+i)= ^ ^f-^+i, ^eQ, and denote by e the standard Cartan involution given by conjugation with the matrix representing T|. Let G=SO(n, 1)([R)° be the connected component of the real Lie group S0(n, 1)(IR) and K be the maximal compact subgroup of G determined by e. Denote by r=r(m) the full congruence subgroup mod m of S0(n, 1)(Z). We assume that 16 divides m. Then REPRESENTATIONS WITH COHOMOLOGY AND LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS 91 r(m) c: G and F is torsionfree. Moreover, this assumption is suitable to keep down the amount of not really relevant technical computations. Before we can state our first results, we have to label certain representations. Assume that n=2fe+l. Then there are no discrete series representations. Corresponding to a certain choice of an e-stable Cartan subalgebra in g ® C and a system of positive roots, there is, for each regular weight X, exactly one class of unitary representations A^(^) of G=SO(2fe+l, 1)(R)° such that H*(g, K, A^) ® V^) ^ {0} where V^ is irreducible of highest weight X,. Moreover, £ acts as an equivalence on A^(X-) and V^, see [V-Z] (Prop. 6.2). We write U(g) for the enveloping algebra of G. Then we prove:
PROPOSITION. -Suppose that G=SO(2fe+l, 1)(R)°, that V\ (as above) is regular and denote the action induced by s on Hom^ (g) (A^ (7.), ja^p(G/r(m))) again by e. Then L(£, F(m) , V,)=2 (-l) k tr(s\Hom^^(A^ <^(G/F(m)))
(1-20 |).
i=l p | w
Here V^ f5 a certain representation of so (n), see 3.5, f[ denotes the product over all p I w /?nm^ divisors pofm and |^(1 -2f)| fs r/2^ absolute value of the Riemann zeta function at l-2f.
We point out that the absence of boundary contributions in the above formula stems from the absence of e-stable boundary components which results from the assumption 161 m. The numerical constant in our formula is up to the power l~k equal to the number of fixpoints [(X/F) 8 ] of the induced e-action on X/T. If V,, is not regular we have a similar slightly more complicated formula, see 5.4. If n = 2 k then it is well known that there are up to equivalence exactly two representations A^(X) such that for regular \ we have H*(g, K, A^lDOV^) ^ {0} and the Aj^ (^) are discrete series representations. Of course, the notation depends again on a system of positive roots. 
+ Z (-^^-^(elHom^OJ,^), ^is(G/r))).
i=0 Here A,(?i) , f=i'(X,), . . ., k represent the classes of inequivalent unitary representation n with H* (g, K, H^ (x) VJ ^ {0}, each A, (k) is the Langlands quotient of a principal series representation U, (T) and A^(^) sits in £/^(G/r), the space of square integrable functions of j^(G/r). For the definition of the other principal series representations U,(X) and the s-action on the second sum, see 1. 3, 2.4. Similar formulas are given for n = 2 k and also for other automorphisms than s. In Chapter III we show that (X/F) 6 , the fixpoint set of the c-action on X/F, consists of finitely many points and prove L(8, F, V)= [(X/r) 6 !^^ V). Here we use our assumption 16 m. The fixpoint set (X/F) 6 is identified with the first non abelian cohomology H^C, F) of the group C= {1, e} acting on F and the determination of IH^C.F)] is reduced to a volume computation. The trace tr(r||VJ is given in 3.5 using WeyFs resp. Kostant's [K] character formula.
We give an estimation of the number of F(m)-conjugacy classes of cuspidal parabolic subgroups in 4.1. Paragraph 4.2 contains a rather long but conceptual proof of the We assume that r c= G is a torsionfree subgroup of finite index in S0(n, 1)(Z). In this section we describe the cohomology of F with coefficients in a finite dimensional irreducible representation 8 : G -^ End V in representation theoretical terms. We analyze the contributions to the cohomology by Eisenstein series in 1.2, the residual spectrum in 1.4 and the cuspidal spectrum in 1.1. In 1.5 we summarize the results. The results of this section are a special case of the situation discussed in [S2] . When it is possible we give direct proofs, but in many instances we only sketch what can be found in detail in [S2] . 
where V is irreducible for the enveloping algebra U(g) of g=Lie(G). We will later prove:
1.1.1. THEOREM. -Let G=SO(n, 1)([R)°, F c: G as above and, ^(G/F) the space of automorphic forms on G/F. Then
For a definition of automorphic forms see [H-Ch] (1.2). This result is a special case of a theorem announced by W. Casselman in a letter to Borel.
To prove the theorem we first analyze
and then use the results of [S2] and [H4] . 
We may replace <,,p(G/r), resp. ^is(G/r), by ^^(G/F), resp. ^(G/F), the (g, K)-submodule with the same generalized infinitesimal character as V (see [S2] 
with m (7i,, F)=Homu(3)(7r,, <usp(G/F)).
So to describe the cohomology of F in representation theoretical terms, it suffices to handle the term H*(9,K,^,(G/r)®V). Here P= MAN is a parabolic subgroup of G, K an irreducible unitary subrepresentation of L^M) and v^ an /-dimensional indecomposable representation of A. Induction means normalized induction and we assume that the induced representation is realized as a subrepresentation of the left regular representation on C°°(G/N).
Put I (P, 7i, v (l) )=md^n(S)v (l) ® 1. If we consider a fixed parabolic subgroup P we omit the index P and similarily we omit /if /= 1.
Remark. -An /-dimensional indecomposable representation v^ of A ^ R*. has a unique socle v. Furthermore two /-dimensional indecomposable representations with the same socle are isomorphic. This is a consequence of the existence of Jordan-normal forms of complex matrices.
Let 0 ^ 0^el(7c, v), Rev^O. In [S 1] it was proved that f^-) (D,eI(7i, v^^) 
if all the Eisensteinseries E(TI; , 0, v), Oel(7c, v) , are non singular at Vg and otherwise by
Here C is a circle around VQ ^ 0, so that the Eisenstein series E(TT, C>, v, g\ ^el(n, v) , have no pole in the disk defined by C except possibly for v=Vo, see [H-Ch] (4.7).
1.2.1. THEOREM. -Suppose that
Then (\vith a shift in degrees)
H*(9,K,I(7i,v)(x)V)^A*C.
Let v (n) be the smallest integer so that
H^g, K, I(TI, v)®V) ^0.
Proof. -The first part of the theorem is proved in [B-W] in the case V=C. Using tensor functors [V] we can reduce the case of general coefficients to that case. Since in the case of trivial coefficients the cohomology of n is non trivial only in one degree the second part of the theorem follows from [S 1].
Q.E.D.
4° SERIE -TOME 20 - 
Proof. -By 1. 2.1 we have
I -^ 00
In [S 1] was proved that in fact the class in
has a non-trivial restriction to the boundary of the Borel-Serre compactification. Hence it is non-zero in H* (g, K, C°° (G/T)) ® V) and so in particular in H* (g, K, ^ (G/F) (x) V).
3. REPRESENTATIONS WITH NON-TRIVIAL (g, K)
COHOMOLOGY. -Before we discuss the non-injective Eisenstein intertwining operator let us recall the classification of the irreducible unitary representations of G with non-trivial (9, K)-cohomology. We follow the conventions of [V-Z] . Since the results in this section are a special case of these in [V-Z] we state them without proof and refer to [V-Z] for a proof.
We use small German letters for Lie algebra of a subgroup and denote the complexification by the subscript C.
Let 6 be the Cartan involution of 9 and hence of g^-Let t)^ be a 9 stable fundamental Cartan subalgebra of g^-It 9 = so (2 fe, 1) then \) = t)^ C\ 9 is the Lie algebra of a compact torus. If g ^ so (2k + 1, 1), then l)=t © a, where t is the Lie algebra of a maximal torus inK.
We may assume that
where E^. is the elementary matrix with 1 in place of ij and 0 otherwise. Suppose that n=2fe+l or n=2k. Then all 9-stable parabolic subalgebras p^Ii © n; of 9 have Levi factor isomorphic tô
and unipotent radical n^.
Let v|/(If) be a set of positive roots of (I^. ^ 1)^) such that the sum of those roots, which are also roots of ((IfPl^c? ^c) ls dominant with respect to \|/(^.). Write A(n^) for the roots of (t)c, n^ ^) an^ put v|/^a-)UA(n,).
Let Li be the normalizer of 1^ c in G and let
Here we denote the differential of ^ at the identity also by ?i. In [V-Z] it was proved that for each (\|^., X,), 0 ^ f ^ k and n=2fe+l,or0^f<^ and n=2k which satisfies (^), there exists exactly one irreducible unitary representation A,(X,) so that Since L^ => L^. if 7 ^ i'o, every character X,: L^ -> C which satisfies the condition (^) for \|/^, is also a character 'k: Ly -)-C, 7 > i' o and it satisfies (^) for \|/^, 7 > i'o. We denote by f(^) the smallest integer so that X-is a character of L^^ and it satisfies (^) with respect to ^F^). Then the representation A,(?i), i(k) ^ i ^ fe, exists and every irreducible unitary representation with nontrivial cohomology with respect to V^ is equivalent to a representation A^(X-) if i ^ k or a factor of A^(?i) for some i ^ f(X), [V-Z] . A short computation using (-^) and [V-Z] If G=SO(2k, 1)([R)°, then A^) is a sum of two discrete series representations, whereas if G=SO(2k+l, 1)(R)°, then A^(?i) is a tempered unitarily induced principal series representation denoted by U^(X), [V-Z] .
For 'k: Li->C which satisfies (-^) there exist principal series representations U.(?i), 0 ^ i < k so that
We have for i (k) ^i <k the exact sequence
This follows from [B-W] using translation functors [V] (4.5). The formula for the cohomology of an induced representation [B-W] shows that for 0 ^ i < i (X) there are also principal series representations U;(X) with
Comparing their composition factors with the unitary dual of G shows however that they don't have unitary quotients, [B-B] . Using 3.2, 3. 3) and translation functors [V] (4.5) one can show that every principal series representation I(n, v) with Rev ^ 0 and H*(g, K,I(7r,v) ®VJ^O is isomorphic to a representation U^(X-) for some 0 ^ i < n/2. Suppose U,(?i)=I(7i,, Vi) for some T^.eL^M), v^.eA. We define
If ^ is the trivial character we simply write Uj 0 . We have the non splitting short exact sequence
In [Sl] it is proved that for I > 1 and all q ^ 0
1.4. RESIDUAL CLASSES. -Since the situation for an arbitrary coefficient system Vâ nd for the trivial coefficients C are very similar, we will in this section sometimes give proofs only for trivial coefficients.
The Eisenstein intertwining operator (explained in 1. Proof. -We identify the character v with its differential at the identity. Since the representation in the image of E is contained in the residual spectrum, it is unitary and hence isomorphic to A; for some i. The Langlands classification [B-W] implies that there is a unique principal series representation so that A; is a subquotient, but not a subrepresentation, namely, U^. The last assertion then follows from 1.3.3.
Q.E.D. Using 1.4.1 and [S2] (4.1.3), we deduce
is an Eisenstein intertwining operator which is not injective. Then kernE=A^i.
PROPOSITION. -Suppose that
Proof. -We have the exact sequence
Since the direct limit is exact we get for all j e f^J the exact sequence
I -^ 00 Using 1.2.1 and 1. 3. 2 we have
For j^{f, n-f, f+l^n-f-l} we apply 1.3.1 and see that lim H^g.K.U^/A^^O. If 7==; we get lim ?(9, K, U^/A^) ^ C and if
and our claim holds.
THEOREM. -Suppose that E:U,-^(G/F) is an Eisenstein map with kerE^A^^. We write for the map on cohomology
So it suffices to show that the image of the nontrivial class in degree i is not trivial. The image of this class was constructed by G. Harder in [H2] (Sec. 4) and he proved that it has a nontrivial restriction to a face of the Borel Serre compactification, hence it is nontrivial.
We may also prove its existence as follows. If this form would be a coboundary, then it would be a coboundary in the (g, K)-cohomology of an indecomposable submodule of j^(G/r) which contains E(U,.)^A,.. But all indecomposable submodules of ^(G/F) with this property are contained in E(U^) for some <>0.
Now after discussing all the submodules of ^,(G/F) which have nontrivial (g, K)-cohomology, we finally can prove I.I.I.
Proof of I.I.I. -In [Sl] it is proved that all the classes in H*(g, K, J^(G/F)) which are constructed in 1.2.2 are, in fact, nontrivial classes in H*(g, K, C^G/F)). On the other hand, by [S2] 
II. Lefschetz numbers of involutions for H*(F, V). A representation theoretical interpretation
Let G be an algebraic semisimple group defined over Q, G=G(R)°, K a maximal compact subgroup and F c= G an arithmetic torsionfree subgroup. Let 8 : G -> G be an involutive automorphism so that e(K)c=K and c(r)cr. It acts on C°°(G/r) by
and defines a representation of G'=G x|(c, 1) since
Here L(g) is the left regular representation of G on C°° (G/T). We choose once and for all an e-stable Borel subgroup of G(C).
Let (8, Vg) be a finite dimensional irreducible representation of G so that 8^8°£. We define a representation of G' on Vg-and hence on C°°(G/r) ®V §-by the requirement that e acts identically on the highest weight vector of V §.
The involution e acts on the Lie algebra as well. Therefore we have an action L* (c) on
We defined the Lefschetz number of s by L(s,r,v,) =^(-1)4^(6).
i If Vg=C we write L(£, P). We first show that this definition of the Lefschetz number of s coincides with the usual geometric definition (2.1). Then we define the Lefschetz number of £ on the (g, K)-cohomology of a unitary representation and compute it in 2.2 for unitary representations of G=SO(n, 1)([R)°. In 2.3 we show that L*(£) can be written as a product of a "Hecke operator" and of an "operator on the cohomology of the representation at infinity" and in 2.4 prove a formula which is a representation theoretical interpretation of the Lefschetz fixpoint theorem. Proof. -Assume that V §=C. We have to show that the following diagram is commutative.
THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER OF AN INVOLUTION ON THE (g, K)-COHOMOLOGY OF AUTOMOR
We recall the definition of the complexes giving the different cohomology groups and the induced action of £ on these complexes.
We have an obvious left G-action on G°°(G/r) and hence by differentiation a left exaction which induces by restriction a left U(f) action of the enveloping algebra of f on C°° (G/T). We denote the Cartan decomposition of g with respect to K by g=f © p. -Then p is a left f-module, the dual p* of p carries the contragredient f-action and induces a left U(f)-module structure on A*p*. By definition, see [B-W] (I), the relative Lie algebra cohomology H*(g, K, C°°(G/r)) is computed from the complex
and L*(s) is induced by the map e®L(e) with a®/i-^£a®/°£ for aeA*p*, /eC°°(G/r). The de Rham cohomology is computed from the complex A*(K\G/F) of C°°-differential forms on K\G/r with the obvious action of s given by coh-^e*co for coeA*(K\G/r).
The vertical isomorphisms of our last diagram are induced by the map
where A^K^G^ are the right-r-invariant differential forms on K\G, combined with the identification
where n : K\G -^ K\G/r is the covering map. For coeA* p*, /eC 00 (G/F) and geG representing q e K\G we have by definition Oi (co 00/) (q) =f (g). R (g~1)* co. Here R (g) denotes right translation with g on K\G and p* is identified with the cotangent space of K\G at the point given by K. Let 0=7l* -l °<5>^ Then it suffices to show:
On the other hand 8*(Ol(a®/))(^=0,(a®/)(£fe))°8*=/(£^)(R(£^-l )*a)o£*.
But
(R^^-^^oe^aoR^^-^oe^aoe^oR^-i^^R^-^^a).
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Here qeK\G is represented by geG and the lower ^ indicates induced maps on exterior powers of the tangent bundle. Since e* and TT* commute the chaim follows.
2.1.3. Remark. -If G=SO(n, 1)(R)° then by 1.1.1 the Lefschetz number of e on H*(g, K, C°°(G/r) ® Vg) also is equal to the geometric Lefschetz number J^(s, r, Vg). Remarks. -(a) The Lefschetz number of an indecomposable representation is defined only up to a sign, since it depends on the particular choice of Cg.
(fc) If s is the identity and C^= 1 we obtain the Euler-Poincare characteristic ^(n).
(c) For a finite dimensional representation 5 with 8°E^8 we define analogously
If c is an inner automorphism, then the following lemma helps to compute the Lefschetz numbers.
2.2.1. LEMMA.-Suppose that £ is an inner automorphism of G, n a (9, K)-module. Then
Proof. -Suppose 8 (^)=a^a~1. Since 8 has order 2, a has finite order and thus oc e K. Let co e Hom^ (A* p, H^), X e A* p. Then
The lemma follows, since we can choose Ce=7i(a).
Similarity we can prove 
If G=SO(n, 1)([R)°, then |AutG/Inner Aut G ^2. So to compute the Lefschetz numbers of a representation with respect to all the involutive automorphisms of G by 2.2.1, 2.2.2 we have to consider at most two involutions.
where 8 is the Carton involution.
Proof. -The first assertion follows from 1. 3.
To prove the second assertion we construct representatives of the cohomology classes. Let ©i e A r (u^ 0 (p 0 C)) where r = dim u, ^ (p ® C), o\ ^ 0. We pick a basis Yp 2 i <j < n, as follows: The proof is analogous to 2.2.3.
Remark. -If G=SO(2fe, 1)((R)° and k> 1, then G has no outer automorphisms.
2.3. A PRODUCT FORMULA. -Let (7i, H^) be an indecomposable reposition of G, 710 s^Ti and (8, V) an irreductible finite dimensional representation of G, 5oe^8. We choose Cg : H^ -> H^ and e^ as in 2.2 and fix the £-action on V as in the introduction of this chapter.
We define a map
for weH^, ^eG/F and TeHoniu^H^, J^(G/F)). The evaluation map
given by w®v ® T-^T(w)®!; for weH,, yeV, TeHomu^(H^ ^(G/F)) induces a map
LEMMA. -With the notation introduced above the following diagram is commutative
Proof. -If aeA*p*, weH,, yeV, TeHoni^) (H,, A (G/F)) and if a®w®!; represents coeH* (9, K, H^®V) then L*(e) OT(CO®T) is represented by £*a®T((o) °£®c(i;).
On the other hand T°£i®C2(co®T) is represented by
whence the result holds.
Q.E.D So we can write L*(e) as a product of a "Hecke operator" e^ and an involution e^ on the cohomology of TI®V. Since the choice of 8^ and e^ depends on the choice of C this product decomposition is not unique. We are free to choose e^, e^ for each n separately. If we want to emphasize the dependence of the choice on n we will write £1 M. £2 W' 2.4. A FORMULA FOR THE LEFSCHETZ NUMBER. -Assume now that G=SO(n, 1)([R)°, that rc=SO(n, 1)(Z) is torsion free of finite index, e(T)=r and ^°e=^.
We n-i-a)
The first two sums can be rewritten as
Taking j=n-i-1 as a new variable for the summation in the last two sums contributing to L(£, r, V^) the result follows.
Q.E.D.
Remark. 
III. Computation of Euler-Poincare characteristics and Lefschetz numbers
Let r be the full congruence subgroup mod mef^J of S0(n, 1)(Z). In order to avoid unpleasant computations over the 2-adic numbers we assume that 8 divides m. Using
Harder's Gauss-Bonnet theorem [HI] we derive an explicit formula for the Euler-Poincare characteristic /(F) of F. Let V be a complex valued finite dimensional representation of 0(n, 1)(IR). Then the standard Cartan involution ^Ai-^A" 1 acts on V and on F and the Lefschetz number L(s, F, V) is defined. In 3.1 we expplain our method to compute this number, in 3.4 we give its value. The cohomological computations needed for this are contained in 3. 3. In 3. 5 we compute the trace of the e-action on V.
3.1. FIXPOINTS AND LEFSCHETZ NUMBER. -We recall the methods which have been developed to compute Lefschetz numbers in [Rl, R3] .
3.1.1. Assume that a finite group C acts from the left on an arithmetic group r. If a e C and y e F we write "y for the action of a on y. The notion of the first nonabelian cohomology H^C.F) is explained in [Sel] . Let y={y(J, aeC, be a cocycle for H^QF). Then ^ is the group F endowed with a new left C-action given by a^=y^E,y^1, E,eF, aeC. Let F(y) be the subgroup of F consisting of all elements which are fixed by the new y-twisted action of C. If V is a vector space and a F -and C-module in a compatible way, i.e.
G (^v)= <5 'yv for reV, oeC, ^eF, then we denote by W the vector space V with the twisted C action given by °u = y^ °v, a e C, ve V. We observe that C and ^T act twisted in a compatible way on W.
It is known [B-S] Proof. -We only sketch the argument which will appear in [R 3]. Let F be a discrete subgroup of the real semisimple Lie group G and denote by X the space of maximal compact subgroups of G. Then e extends to an automorphism of X/T. Denote by V also the local system on X/F given by the F-action on V and abbreviate F=(X/r) 6 for the fixpoints of e on X/F. Using Poincare-duality and the methods developed in [Rl] we get^ x(F(y))tr(s|W)=4(8,F,V F) yeH^C, F) where the Lefschetz number L^ (s, F, V | F) is computed from the e-action on cohomology with compact supports H* (F, V | F). Using the long cohomology sequence with compact supports of the pair (X/T, F) then the theorem follows since by the classical Lefschetz theorem 0=L,(c, X/F\F, V X/T\F).
Q.E.D.
We observe that the number tr (c | W) in fact depends only on the image of the cohomology class represented by y in H 1 (C, GL(V) ). Hence we have COROLLARY 3.1.3. -Assume that the natural map
3.1.4. We explain now how we evaluate the right side of the Lefschetz fixpoint formula 3.1.2 in our special situation.
Let r be the full congruence subgroup mod m = Tip"? e ^, n^ ^ 3, of S0(n, 1) (Z). According to [M] this group is torsion free. Let C==<s> be the group generated by the standard Cartan involution A -> ^A -1 and suppose that the r-and C-module V is given by a representation of 0(n, 1)(R). We write F^=SO(n, 1)([R)°, where the upper index zero denotes the connected component, and F for the closure of r in S0(n, l)(Qp) with respect to the /?-adic topology. The inclusions F -> Fy then induce a map h: H^cn-.n
111^^)
V and we will show in 3.3.3 that the components of im(h) are nontrivial only at the place 2 == v. We can identify a cocycle for H 1 (C, F) with a b e F such that b = t b. For such a b then there is an aeF^ such that b^a' 1^'1 . We consider 0(n)(R) as a subgroup of S0(n, 1)((R) by mapping AeO(n)(R) to ( ). Then \ 0 det A/ (b)=^^}aO(n)(R)a~l={l}, since F is torsion free and 0(n)(tR) is compact. The image of h in H 1 (C, F^) is trivial. Hence we can apply 3.1.3 and get
L(e, F, ^tr^lV^H^C, F) |.
In 3.3.4 we reduce the computation of the number of classes in H^C, F) to the computation of a class-number which is determined in 3.4.2.
3.2. ON THE SPINOR NORM. -Later on we will have to apply at several instances the strong approximation property. In order to do so we have to work with the image of the simply connected covering in S0(n, 1). We now collect some technical preparations for this.
3.2.1. Consider a local ring or field k with 2efe*, a quadratic form q:k n ->k and assume that the bilinear form bq (x, y) 
=c[(x-^-y)-q(x)-q(y), x, yek", is nondegenerate.
Let 0(q)(k) be the set of fc-rational points of the orthogonal group corresponding to q. The spinor norm is a homomorphism N: 0(q) 
-Let q: Q^ -> Qp be an integral quadratic form and denote by U (/), 1 ^jeM, the full congruence subgroup of0(q)(^p) mod p 3 . Then the spinor-norm of\J(j) is trivial ifp=2 andj^3 or ifp^2 and j^\.
Proof. -We have a bijection between U(/),7^2 if 77=2, and (
ii) Ifj^3 and if^=^(2 J ) is the full congruence subgroup ofSO(n, \)(J-) mod I 3 then N(r(2^))=L
Proof. -If yeSO(n, \) (T) then N(y)eQ*/Q* 2 can be represented by a square free number m. On the other hand yeSO(n, 1)(Z^) and N(y)eZ^/Z^2 ^ Q^/Q^2 if 7?^ 2. Hence T?^ 2 does not divide m and Ts^eZtl^P/Ztl^]* 2^^! , ±2}. Using 3.2.2 and the fact that 0(n)(Z) has elements of spinor norm 1 and 2 the first claim follows. The natural map Z[1/2]*/Z[1/2]* 2 -^ Q^/Q^2 is injective and by 3.2.3 the group U (7), 7 ^ 3, has trivial spinor norm. Now F (2 7 ) c U (7) and the second claim holds.
Q.E.D. If 7'e^J let FpO') be the full congruence subgroup of S0(n, l)(Zp). We have r^(0)=SO(n, 1)(^ Proof. -Strong approximation [E] .
3.3. ON THE NONABELIAN COHOMOLOGY. -Let r=r(m) be the full congruence subgroup mod m of S0(n, 1)(Z) and assume throughout that 8 divides m. This paragraph contains the necessary local and global cohomological computations. The methods used here have been been developed in [Rl] . In order to be able to sum up the fixpoint contribution to the Lefschetz numbers of £ explicitely we use strong approximation and work on the kernel of the spinor norm. We use the notation SO^^R^ke^SO^HR) ^R*/R* 2 ) where R is any ring with 2eR* and N denotes the spinor norm. Here T| = q^ is the quadratic form given by n T|(XI, . . ., x^ Xo)= ^ x?-x 2 , x^.eZ. (ii) Ifp^landj^l, then H 1 (C, r,(j) )={\}.
(iii) ifp = 2 andj^3, then H 1 (C, T^^WIT)\ (iv) Ifp^l, then the natural map

H^cr^o^H^GSOOiHF,)) induced by the projection SO(r|)(Z^) -> SO(r|)(Zp//?Z^) is injective.
Proof. -Let T={AeM^ (Z^/T| A T|= -^A}. Then the usual exponential map of matrices induces a bijection T^r^Q") by A^exp^ 'A) if p=l and 7 ^2 or if p^l and j^\. If Ber^O') represents a cocycle, i.e. B= t B and B=exp(^'A), we put D=exp^~1 A/2) and get t DD=D 2 =exp(/? J A)=B. Therefore (ii) holds and the natural map H^C, r^(j+ 1)) -^ H 1 (C, F^(j) ) is trivial. Hence (i) holds.
To prove (iii) we observe that exp induces an isomorphism T/2T -> r^(j)/r^(j-^-1) of commutative groups with s-action. Here on the left the C-action is induced by
A \-> ^A, A e T, i. e. we have a trivial e-action on both sides and H 1 (C, T/2 T) ^ T/2 T. Using a twisted version of (i) we get an injection /: H^C, r.o'^H^c, r20')/r20'+i))^T/2T If A ^Ae 1^(7) represents a cohomology class, then A=exp (2• 7 B), BeT, B=^B and there is a column vector foeZ^ such that B=( ).
Hence the image of / is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)" and (iii) holds. By HensePs Lemma the natural map S0(r|) (Zp) -> S0(r|) (Fp) is surjective. Therefore we get an exact sequence H^C, r^l))-^1^, r^O^H^C, SO(T|)(F,)). Now by (ii) we have H 1 (C, Vp(l) )={l}. Since this argument holds as well in a twisted situation/is injective and (iv) holds.
resp.
H^cn^ n 111^^^) )- Therefore L+ and L_ are orthogonal with respect to the quadratic forms q^ and qî nduced by b and r\. Since det ^=1, we have det(^|L^)=oe{ ± 1}. According to 3.3.1(i) the natural map H^C, F) -> H^C, 1^ (0)) is trivial. Thus there is an aESO(r\){^.^ such that t aba=\ or equivalently a -l T^fc^=r|. Therefore dim L+=n and dim L_ =1.
We have det(^[L_)=-a. If CT=-I then ^|L_ is negative definite and since qĥ as signature (n, 1) we have (n-1,2) as signature of q^ Let c^(b) be the Hasse-Witt invariant of q^ over Qy, [Se3] . Then n^W^l (C, Fp (0) ) has trivial fibre through the distinguished element.
If y=oo, we get as above an exact sequence
and the map N is surjective. Therefore using Lemma 3.3.2 we see that the second claim of the Lemma holds.
To prove the first claim we consider the exact sequence
Hence using Lemma 3. 
The map 9 is injective.
Proof. -We recall from 3.2.5 that 1^ is the closure of F in SO(r|)(Z^) if v=p and r^SOOl)^) and that r,=r^) if m=Y[p n p.
The map h is induced by the inclusion F c, Y^. We define 9 as follows. If eSO^^A) 6 represents a double class Fthen by strong approximation in SO^^A), [E] , there is a ^eSO^^Q) and a ye]"!^ such that b==gy. Since b= E b we get v -i^^y-^esooii^nnr^r.
We define 9(b) to be the class in H^C, F) represented by the cocycle Yg. Obviously 9 is well defined and h 9 is trivial. If A = ^A e r represents a class in the kernel of h then using 3.3.3 there is a ^eSO^^Q) and a y^n^ such that A^^^y"^. Then v b : ^y^eSO^^A) 8 . We get a map which is defined on the kernel of h which is inverse to 9. Hence 9 is injective and the sequence is exact at the middle.
We show that h is surjective. If y^er^ is a cocycle then there is an aeSO^)^^) such that a~l £ a=y^ Using strong approximation we find a beSO(r|)(Z) which is so close to a in S0(r{)(^.^) such that b' 1^ and y^ determine the same class in H^C, F^).
Q. E. D.
Remark 3.3.5. -The other fibres of h are determined by twisting [Se 1]. If yeF represents the class yeH^C, F) then the fibre ^(^(y)) of h through yiŝ
We know from 3.3.3 that there is an ae n r^xF^O) and a ^eSO^^Q) such that v^2 y=a~l e a=b~l £ b. We get a bijection induced by c\->bcb~1 of ^"^(y)) with
3.4. EXPLICITE FORMULAS. -In this paragraph we use the notations established up to now. We apply the method explained in 3.1.4 to obtain explicite formulas for the Lefschetz numbers and the Euler-Poincare characteristic.
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3.4.1. To shorten our notation in the main results of this chapter we introduce some abbreviations. Let (di, . . ., di)=-(2,4, ...,2Q if n=2l+l (2,4, . .., 2/-2.Q if n=2l.
Write 7 : Z -> { ± 1,0} for the number theoretical character given by ^(n) =0 if n is even and -)c(n)=(-ly""^2 if n is odd. We define
We denote by ^(s), seC, the Riemann zeta function and by L(^, s), seC, the L-function associated to the character ^. 
if n=2l and I is odd.
i 1=1
Proof. -We recall that the set H^C, F) is finite [B-S] . If beY, b^b, represents a class yeH^C, F) then the corresponding component F(y) of (X/T) 6 is the image of (riKtR) 8 in X/F [Se 1]. But b=a~l £ a for some aeSO(r|)((R), see 3.3.2. Thereforê SC^ri^liy^CHn)^), which is compact represents a point in X and the first part of our claim holds. and SC^rO^Q) 8 acts on this set. Consider the inclusion L : S0(n)( ) q; S0(n, 1)( ) given by Ai-^( ). In S0(n) again by the upper index 1 we denote elements of spinor norm 1. Let U^L'^ry). Then we have a bijection
as follows: If BeSC^rO^A) 6 and/(B)=<7 we map a double class represented by ceSO^^A) to the double class represented by c B. Obviously we get all classes represented by SO^^A)^) and the map is surjective. If c^ c^eSO^^A) and if there is â SOOtHQ), g=( h °\ /zeO(n)(Q), and a yenr:, y=ny,,
) such that gc^y=c^B then det(/i).det(i^)= 1 for ally. But \0 detuj N (y^) = N (u,J det (My) =1, see 3.2.2. The spinor norm of the congruence subgroup mod 8 of 0(n)(^) is trivial. Hence N(^)= l=det(^)=det(h). Therefore ^eS0 1 (r|)(Q),
, ^eUy and the above map is inject! ve. We get for s= ^{p/p \m}\ For all places v of Q we have the exact sequence
Let Uy : =p~1 (Uy). Then p induces a bijection 
(n= w^r^ s = # {p a prime/;? | m }.
Proof. -Using Hardens Gauss-Bonnet theorem [HI] we have ^(F) =0 if n is odd. We assume now that n=2l is even. Then -r|GSL,,+i (Z), SO(-T^)( )=SO(r|)( ), and the methods of [Rl] 
i^{±i}^r^so(^(^)^^/zf-^\
where p is prime to m and r^=r^) if n^l, m=]~[^ using the fact that the Tamagawa number of G is one and strong approximation in G/Q we get
Now we substitute the values for the local volumes which are given in [Rl] , ( §4), apply the functional equations for the zeta-function and arrive at the formula claimed in the proposition.
Q. E. D.
Remark. -If ^(F) ^0 then (-1) 1 is the signum of ^(r). Before we can formulate and prove 3. 5.4 we have to fix some notation.
3.5.2. We have S0(n, 1)(R) c= S0(n, 1)(C) ^ SO(n+l)(C) and we will consider an irreducible representation V of S0(n, 1)(R) as an irreducible representation of S0(n+l, C). We assume that T| acts on V. We fix the 8-stable Cartan subalgebra I) of so (n+1) (C) given by
Writing ^ ^•==/iet) and denoting £" i==l, ...,(, the dual basis of ^, i= 1, ...,?, we 1=1 choose a system of positive roots as in [Bo] . We consider S0(n, C) as a subgroup of SO(n+l) (C) given in obvious notation by A H-> ( ) and take ^ : =so(n)(C) Hi)
as a Cartan subalgebra of so(n) (C) . We choose positive root spaces in so(n)(C) and 50 (n+ 1)(C) in a compatible way. Denote by 8 resp. 8^ half of the sum of the positive roots in so(n+l)(C), resp. $o(n) (C) . 3.5.3. We observe that an irreducible representation V,, of S0(n+ 1)(C) with highest weight K admits an reaction if and only if ^o£==)i where £ is of course the action induced on the dual of I) by conjugation with TI on 1). We fix from now on the action of T| on such a V,, by requiring that T| acts trivial on highest weight vectors of V,,. If n=2l then 'k" s = ^ for all weights. Ifn=2;-l then?io£=?iifandonlyifX,=(?4, . . ., ^_i, 0) with respect to the basis £1, . . ., £^. 
T-O ^ det(w)exp27if<w8^T>
we WQ
Since ^ + 8 = ^ + 8 -8^ + §" = | LI + §" the claim holds.
(ii) Assume that n+ 1 =21. We now use Kostant's character formula [K] (Thm. 7.5) for the disconnected group 0(n+ 1) (C) . If T c: S0(n+ 1) (C) is the Cartan subgroup corresponding to () then it's normalizer H in 0(n+ 1)(C) has two connected components. / l \ For aeH close to TI we write a=^exp2ni[ ^ e^t, . We use Kostant's nota\j=l ) tion. His group W^ can be identified with Wo, the Weyl group of \ in so (n) (C) 
IV. Boundary contributions
In order to be able to apply the formulas for the Euler-Poincare characteristic in 1.5 and for the Lefschetz number in 2.4 for estimates of multiplicities of representations with (g, K)-cohomology we have to understand the numbers h(F) resp. h^ (T) of Fconjugacy classes resp. s-stable F-conjugacy classes of proper parabolic subgroups of S0(n, 1)/Q. In 4.1 we give an estimate of /i(F), in 4.2 we compute ^(F) and in 4. 3 we evaluate the boundary contributions occuring in 2.4.
AN ESTIMATE OF THE NUMBER OF F-CONJUGACY CLASSES OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS. -
For the application we have in mind an estimate /^F^Cm" with some constants 0 < C e R and 0 < a < n (n + 1)/2 will be sufficient. Here F == F (m). After some preparations in 4.1.1 such an estimate is given in 4.1.2.
4.1.1. We recall the description of parabolic subgroups of S0(n, 1)/Q. Let H=Q(^+^+i) <= Q n+l =Q^+ . . . +Q^+i be a totally isotropic subspace of Q"'^1 n with respect to the quadratic form T[(X^ . . ., ^+0= ^ xf-x^+^ Then S0(n, 1)(Q) acts on Q^1 and the stabilizer P(Q) of H in S0(n, 1)(Q) is called a parabolic subgroup. All proper parabolic subgroups defined over Q are stabilizers of 1-dim isotropic subspaces and we have a bijection. SO(n,l)(Q)/P(Q)-ĝ iven by g^->gPg~1 where ^ denotes the set of proper parabolic subgroups defined over Q. Of course F acts by conjugation on ^ and we get an induced bijection F\SO(n, 1)(Q)/P(Q) ^ F\â nd we have to compute ^(r)=|r\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q) |. It is well known that A(r)<oo, see [B-S}. Proof. -Consider the natural projection r(m)\SO(n, 1)(Q)/P(Q) ^S0(n, l)(Z)\SO(n, 1)(Q)/P(Q).
If geSO (n, 1) (Q) represents a class on the right the fibre Eg of this map over g is isomorphic to r(m)\SO(n, 1) (Z)/SO (n, 1) (Z) n^P(Q)^-1 . Let U 0 be the unipotent radical of P'^gpg-1 and abbreviate §4), for all p^l we get vol^(SO(n, l)(zj))^l. Hence there is a constant A independent of m such that |SO(n, IKZVnm^Am"^^2. Let 1^(0) resp. U^m^) be the closure of 1^(0) resp. U^m) in U^(Qp). Since U^ has strong approximation U^(0)/U^(m)= n U^(0)/U^(m,).
Choose invariant measures (Dp on U^Qp) such that vol^ (U^))^"^"" 1^ if 5 is big enough. Here n -1 = dim U^. Then vol^ (U^ (0)) = 1 for ^almost all p.
Hence there is a constant 0<C^R such that [U^O^U^m^C^.m"" 1 for all m. Since S0(n, 1) (Z)\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q) is finite, we can choose a CeR bigger than all ACg and our claim holds.
Q.E.D. 4.1.3. Remark. -Using adelic methods it is possible to compute the precise value of h (F (m)), see the proof of 4.2.4.
ON THE NUMBER OF E-STABLE r-CONJUGACY CLASSES OF PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS. -For
applications to estimates of multiplicities we need an estimate ^(r(m)) ^Cm" with some constants 0 < C e R and 0 < a < n (n -1)/2. Such an estimate however, would give a wrong geometric picture since we will show that Ajr(m))=0 if 16 divides m. This means that no point of (X/rfm)) 6 is close to the boundary of X/F(m). We think that our method to obtain this is of interest in its own. 4.2.1. On the set ^ of proper parabolic subgroups defined over Q of SO(n,l)/Q conjugation by r| induces an involution c. Since r=r(m) is e-stable we have an induced involution, again called e on P\^. We have a bijection F\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q) -. r\Â and by transport of structure an involution-for psychological reasons now called a-on the left side. We describe a as follows:
Choose
Then r|h=^r|, h 2 =\ and hPh=r[ PTI=E(P). We have an involution g i-^ °g := ^gh on SO(n,l)(Q). If yeF, geSO(n,l)(Q) and qeP(Q) then ^gq^^g'q where x q=hr{qr\h. Hence a-induces an involution-again denoted by a-on F\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q) and the bijection F\^ -> F\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q) is equivariant with respect to the a-resp. s-action. We point out, that a is not compatible with the group action on S0(n, 1) (Q) and that a should be viewed as a Hecke operator.
The computation of (F\SO(n, 1) (Q)/P(Q))° can be divided in a local and a global part. For the local part we need the following explicit Iwasawa decomposition.
LEMMA. -We have for all primes p an I\vasa\va-decomposition
Proof. -See [T] (3. 3.2). Of course here an ad hoc proof is possible, which is almost trivial if p^2 and uses for p=2 the classification of quadratic forms over ~L^ see [J] (p. 91).
Since (X/F) 6 consists of finitely many isolated points the boundary (9(X/F) of the Borel-Serre compactification of X/F contains no fixpoints of e. This corresponds to the fact that there are non e-stable proper parabolic subgroups defined over Q. In principle it could happen that s acts freely on a component of 3(X/F). We now show that this is impossible if F = F (m) and m is bigg enough. The argument depends on the fact that the [R-rank of S0(n, 1) is one.
In the proof of the following result we abbreviate H^g^^H^C.A) if g generates the group C acting on A. Proof. -At first we explain the idea of the proof. If geSO(n, 1)(Q) represents a class in (F\SO(n, 1) would be a c-stable parabolic which does not exist, as we will see in a moment.
We have a bijection SO(n,l)(Q)/P(Q)^F(Q):=J(xi,...,x,^)ePJQ)/^x?-^,=ol. t 1=1 J
Here P^(Q) is the rational projective space.
The induced a-action on F(Q) is given by (xi, . . .,x^+i)^(xi, . . .,^, -x^i).
Hence^^(
80(^1) (Q^Q^P^^r^Q)
where P^-i(Q) c= PJQ) is considered as the subspace of PJQ) defined by n x^=0. Since ^ x?^0 unless x^= . . . =x^=0 we have ^=0.
Of course F is defined over Z, F(Q^)=F(^), F(Z/^Z) makes sense and a acts on these sets. Here m = Tip^ as usual. We write u: = m/2 = H^p, i. e. m = n if p^2 and n^ -1 = m^ ^ 3, and abbreviate G^: = F (Z//?^ Z) 0 if p ^ 2 and
We get a natural map. where Ay is the ring of finite adeles.
We assume from now on that (F^V^) 6 :^ and show that then necessarily n^5 and that the natural maps F(Qp) CT^G p are surjective. To see this, let (<3i, . . .,^+i)eZ^1 represent a point deGp. Then a,,+1=0 mod/?^ and if/?=2 then Proof. -Choose a vector O^yeU^) which is of dominant weight in the minimal K-type 7i of U,(^), s^ [V] . Then v generates U,(^) as U(g)-module and we have an injection Hom^(U^), .<is(G/F)) ^ ^ms(G/F) mapping T to T (u) . We call the image of this map F. Then E(^,u) and any choice of (peW, \|/eV determines a TeHomu(g)(U, (T) , j^Eis(G/r)). To prove our first result we have to show that T (v) == 0 implies (p = 0 = \|/.
Assume that T(i;)=0. If E((p, n)^0 then E((p, ^^L^G/F) and we have always res^ E (\|/, u) e L 2 (G/F). Hence we get 0 = E ((p, u) = res^ E (\|/, a). Since res^ E (v|/, a) = 0 the automorphic form E(v|/, a) has no poles in a neighborhood of u. Hence by definition h(D v|/eWOV={0}. We have E((p, n)=0. We write as in the beginning (p= ^ (p, and s=i whose image we denote by F. The elements of F can be viewed as cohomology classes given by regular Eisenstein series at the parameter zero. Hence [H2] ( §4) the restriction map to the boundary 3(X/F) of the Borel-Serre compactification X/F of X/F identifies F with im(r k :H k (^,y^)-^H k (8(X/^), VJ). Since ^og=^ the representation V^ is isomorphic to its contragredient representation. Hence we have a nondegenerate intersection pairing < , > on H^c^X/F), V^)=: E and using cohomology with coefficients we see as in [Se2] (Lemma 11) that F is its own orthogonal F 1 in E with respect to h(D < , ). Hence in particular dim F=(l/2) dim E. We have 3(X/F)= U V\ as a disjoint 1=1 sum, where V^N^/NfOF and P,=M,A,N, is the Langlands decomposition of the parabolic P, representing the boundary component V\. and H^V^., V^H^n^, \\), where rtf is the Lie-algebra of N^. The involution e acts on ^(X/F) orientation preserving and REPRESENTATIONS WITH COHOMOLO^Y AND LEFSCHETZ NUMBERS 133 leaves < , > invariant. Hence by [Se2] (Lemma 12) F 8 is its own orthogonal in E 6 with respect to < , >. Now tr(£|E)=0 since e permutes the V^.'s without fixed points, see 4.3. Hence dim ¥ 6 =(1/2) dim E 6^ 1/4) dim E and the second claim holds. Using Kostanfs formula for the cohomology H^n^, V^), [K] , we easily get the first result we claimed.
V. Lefschetz numbers and multiplicities of representations
We now state consequences of the results obtained in the last two chapters. We use the formulas given in 2.4 and the notation established in the first two chapters without further comment. 
